### Wright fans who love cycling may want to...

By Beth J. Harpaz

The Frank Lloyd Wright Trail, running from Madison, Wisconsin to the Wisconsin Dells to the southwest, is the latest addition to the state’s bicycling tourism efforts.

The trail, which is 26 miles long and has two designated sections, is part of a larger network of trails that connect Madison, Wisconsin to the Wisconsin Dells to the southwest.

The trail is designed to be accessible to all levels of cycling ability and is perfect for both casual riders and experienced cyclists looking for a challenging ride.

### Mumbai's southern financial district.

Krishna Tandel tells us that the construction will be worst hit by the construction, warning that the est statue just off Mumbai's coast has divided the residents.

Some 2,000 fishermen, many of whom live in shanties surrounding Machhimar Nagar, are concerned about the impact of the construction on their livelihoods.

The observatory run by the Indian Institute of Astrophysics has a key role in the study of the sun.

The observatory is run by the Indian Institute of Astrophysics and has a keen role in the study of the sun and its influence on the Earth and its atmosphere.

Divided

The project has divided both a commercial and political headache.

Supporters say the memorial is a fitting tribute to Gandhi and that it will help promote peace and understanding.

Opponents, however, argue that the memorial is too large and that it will overshadow the existing Gandhi statue in Mumbai.

### Sri Lanka's new president.

President Gotabaya Rajapaksa has been sworn in as Sri Lanka's new president.

Rajapaksa, a former army officer, was elected in November 2019 and has been praised for his handling of the country's economic crisis.

### New Shivaji memorial: India’s ‘Statue of Liberty’

According to age groups, the project is designed to be suitable for all ages.
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